Strategic risks for Rangitikei District Council
Introduction
One of the areas of improvement for the Council identified in the 2017 report form the
Independent Assessment Board was for all elected members to be actively engaged in, and
have a detailed understanding of, strategic risk issues. These are ‘risk that affect or are
created by an organisation’s business strategy and strategic objectives’1: they arise from
adverse business decisions, improper implementation of decisions or lack of responsiveness
in the business environment.
The Committee has discussed this question at its meetings in November 2018 and February
2019. The following explores the eight risks discussed and offers suggestions on how each
risk might be addressed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Reputation is tarnished
Human capital is weakened
Legal and political environment requires excessive resources
Capital programme falters
Financial stability is lost
Regulatory effectiveness is questioned
Climate change responsiveness is ineffective
Information systems are compromised

The final set of strategic risks will be the starting point to review the current risk framework, for
consideration by the Committee at its December meeting. It would be helpful for Council to include
this as a workshop topic before then so all elected members have an early understanding.

What is the risk?
1.
Reputation is tarnished
The risk is that Council misunderstands
community expectations or fails to work
with advocacy group either of which may
lead to continuous public criticism,
particularly in social media and division
among elected members and staff.
Inept handling of sensitive issues involving
(for example) drinking water, wastewater
discharges, Iwi, privacy, or information
disclosures can lead to a loss of confidence
in Council’s effectiveness.
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How to address the risk?
Council regularly samples community views
and individual elected members have a
wide range of contacts in the community.
These could be reinforced by more informal
polls, sample questioning of those
submitting service requests and inviting
identified advocacy groups to speak to
Council.
Developing and applying protocols for
sensitive issues would be a useful initial
step. Longer-term, priority could be given
to procedures and policies which would
reduce the likelihood of such issues arising.

Deloitte, ‘Exploring strategic risk’, 2013, page 4.
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Analysing social media comments more
closely in conjunction with similar (rural)
councils could help alert Council to
sensitive issues, to understand their degree
of uniqueness and to develop targeted
responses (not necessarily in social media
but in Council policies and practices).
2.

Human capital weakens

The risk is that Council loses a number of
specialist staff which exposes a knowledge
gap. This may lead to a reduction in service
standards and additional costs to buy in
external expertise.

A small council inevitably has single points
of knowledge. There are two
complementary approaches –
(a)promoting documentation of processes
and
(b)rotation of staff (both within the council
and with neighbouring councils) –
would be likely to reduce that dependency
on individual expertise and increase staff
understanding of how roles can develop
and become more effective.

3.

Legal and political environment
requires excessive resources

The risk is that Council is unable to respond
in a timely and efficient way to changes in
central government policies and legal
requirements, which may mean
unexpected costs, a focus on achieving
compliance, and a consequential reduced
service standards

4.

Council could maximize its dialogue with
other local councils, and stress the
potential benefits in a partnership
approach to influence central government
policy and legislation. This would require
discussion with LGNZ and SOLGM to clarify
issues which those organisations would
lead and how councils participate in those
initiatives.

Capital programme falters

Council could promote a more consistent,
The risk is that Council is unable to secure
contractors for major capital works because open sharing of intended capital
programmes, testing of the market, and
of
agreeing where priorities lie.
(i)other councils’ programmes and central
Council could also help increase the supply
government initiatives such as the road
of contractors by
replacement for the Manawatū Gorge and
new social housing complexes in the larger (a) running apprenticeships,
(b) insisting on engagement of local
centres of the region and
contractors as part of awarding a contract
and
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(ii) the increasing dominance of larger
contractors, a result of increasing
compliance costs.

(c) sponsoring workshops to clarify
compliance requirement for local
contractors.

This situation may lead Council to be a price
leader in contracts, may frustrate the
community (because of delays/and or
increased costs and rates) and may
discourage new external investment.
5.

Financial stability is lost

The risk is that Council’s financial
projections, in terms of operating
expenditure and revenue, prove
substantially incorrect. This could require a
substantial increase in rates and increase
the cost of borrowing. This could arise
from unanticipated but unavoidable
expenditure which is not covered by
insurance, including legal costs. Council is
fortunate in almost entirely avoiding the
impact of weather-tightness failure but the
recent exposure of the historic Putorino
landfill (and an appreciation there are
others) is an example of an unexpected
issue.
6.

Regulatory effectiveness is
questioned

The risk is that Council loses community
confidence that it is is being consistent and
fair in exercising its regulatory
responsibilities, including building and
resource consents. That may arise if
different responses are provided depending
on where a matter is raised – i.e. an elected
member, the chief executive, regulatory
staff or customer service staff.

Council’s current prudent approach means
that all operating expenditure is funded
through rates and not by loan. By ensuring
that projected capital expenditure on
planned new works or upgrades is kept
below the borrowing threshold provides
headroom should Council need additional
funds to address a previously unknown
issue.

Council may be about the extent of this risk
since it is a matter of holding a balance
between (i) development and facilitating
initiatives and (ii) compliance with central
government requirements and Council
bylaws and policies.
One way to test the community’s
appreciation of this risk could be to offer an
amnesty period to those who knew or
thought it possible that they (or someone
else) was in breach of regulations. During
that period Council could facilitate
compliance by providing advice and/or
reducing or waiving its fees.
Longer-term, it would be beneficial to
establish (and publicise) the decisionmaking and discretion and appeal
processes – with the latter being public
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reported, either in a Council (Committee)
meeting or through the Council website.
7.

Climate change responsiveness is
ineffective

The risk is that Council does not take
sufficient steps to protect the community
against the impacts of increasingly severe
weather events and erosion

Council is already taking a more proactive
stance in its roading programme by
increasing expenditure on larger culverts
and more stringent oversight of their
maintenance and of roadside drains. The
strategic look being taken over stormwater
will also mean Council is more informed
about the points of greatest risk and failure.
The request from Kauangaroa Marae for
dialogue and support from Council for
relocation might be a prompt to reopen
dialogue about Whangaehu and also to
reconsider the likely scenario at Scotts ferry
and Koitiata.
Council could develop and implement a
plan to reduce its own carbon footprint,
looking to engage local businesses in similar
efforts.

8.

Information systems are
compromised

The risk is that Council suffers a cyberattack which leads to compromised
integrity and/or loss of information.
However, there are lesser (but more likely)
risks from staff anywhere in the
organisation who lack training and
understanding how to use Council’s IT
systems and manage their record-keeping
in a consistent and adequate fashion. That
increases cost to the Council in trying to
find relevant information and may mean
that records critical to establishing what
Council did and why cannot be found and
disclosed.

Council has a range of protective barriers
and procedures to minimize the likelihood
of a cyber-attack. This includes an
increasing robust back-up procedure so
that if data is lost or compromised, it can
be recovered.
Increasing staff knowledge of safe IT
protocols and sound records management
practices would reduce the risk of
information unable to be found.
An information audit could be a useful early
step in understanding the extent of this
risk.
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